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CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
The teaching of reading is of primal concern to educators
today. statistics indicate that boys have more difficulty than girls
in learning to read. Stanchfield found that "at the up~r elementary
level, the boys make up 75~ to 80~ of all reading disability. Enroll-
ment figures from reading clinics show that boys compose over 8.5~ of
students in classes for reading improvement. ,,1 Snith suggests that
the :Percentage may be even higher. The greater number of pupils so
seriously retarded tl1at they require elincial attention are boys and
"data in regard to this matter usually indicates that about ninety per
cent of such cases are boys. ff2
The fact that a higher percentage of boys than girls have severe
difficulty in learning to read has been known for a long time, but the
reasons are not definitely established. Differences in maturation,
culture, social expectation, and interests are possible reasons for
the differences in the reading achievement of boys and girls.
1Jo }I. stanchfield, ItDifferences in Learning Patterns of Boys
and Girls, If Claremont Beading Conference Yearbook, Thirty-second Yearbook
of Claremont Graduate School (Claremont. California: Claremont Univer-
sity Center, 1968), p. 218.
~ila Banton Smith, Readin Instruction for Toda I s Children
(Englewood Cliffs, I~ew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. t 19 :3 t p. 52 •
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Activating this sedentary occupation. to which boys do not readily
adjust. as well as incorporating more reading materials and reading
situations that appeal to the interests of boys may be tangible areas
in which to effect improvement in reading achievement.
(])jectives of the Studz
.An understanding of the problems boys face in beginning reading
eJqJeriences, the reasons for them, and adjustment of teohniques and
materials within the classroom eJqJeriences .should help young boys and
books to meet m.ore meaningtully and joyfully. It is the 'PUrpose of this
study to determine answers to questions which will make it possible for
boys to more nearly realize their reading potentials.
(1) What are some eduoational problems boys face?
(2) What are the reasons for these problems?
(3) What are some possible solutions?
(4) How oan the solutions be implemented in a school system"
Plan and Scope of the Sliucly
Sample....The children who participated in the study were 67
second grade boY'S in attendance at five elementary schools in the Ham-
ilton District, Joint District No. 16, Su.ssex, Wisoonsin, during the
school year, 1969-70. A random sample, including approximately half
of all the second grade bOYSt was interviewed.
The boys were being instructed in twelve different classrooms,
using group situations and the basal reader a.pproach in most classes.
The mean IQ of the sampling was 107. with extremes ranging from 80 to 1;6.
Classroom. instruction levels indicated by teachers ranged from primer to
3-2.
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The teaching experience of the twelve classroom teachers ranged
from two months to thirty-four years. While three teaohers had not
completed a Bachelor's degree t nine had eam.ed the Bachelor I s degree
and four of the nine had earned credits beyond the Bachelor's degree.
None of the teachers had earned the Master 1s degree.
Instnaen.ts.--The boys were interviewed individually in the
schools in which they were in attendance. Each interview required about
fifteen minutes and involved questions regarding (1 ) ability t desire and
attitude toward reading, (2) some choices of reading situations, (3) some
opportunities to choose materials and perform according to those choices,
and (4) an opportunity to indicate preferences in the selection of books
at a library.
The teachers of boys interviewed completed a questionnaire which
requested (1) data about their experience and prepa.ration for teaching,
(2) information about boys in their classrooms according to attitudes,
materials and reading situations, and (3) information about their under-
standings of the reading interests of boys they teach.
Time of the study...-It was decided that March would be the most
satisfactory time to conduct the study since the boys were likely to be
ttmctioning at a relatively peak performance level, having completed at
least three semesters of reading instruction and being accustomed to the
second grade routine. The interviews covered a spln of eleven consec-
utive school days.
Determining problems and solutions.--The problems boys face in
education and reasons for them were determined basically from. a review
or related literature in the field of reading and sex differences. The
4
literature also offered solutions to the problems and ways of implementing
them in schools. The interviews and questionnaires made more specific the
effect of educational problems in the lives of little boys and provided a
framework for implementing possible solutions.
Limitations of the study
This study was limited by factors related to the sample, instruc-
tional level, experience of the teachers, materials used in the interviews,
and responses to interests in books.
Definition or Terms
Maturation.--ItCbanges in the organism as a result of inner
developaent - anatomical. physiological. and neurological. If1
Basal Reader.-.. t.! textbook, usually part or a graded series,
used for developnental instruction in reading. 1 2
Co-Basal Reader.--A series to be used in conjunction with the
basic reading program with content carefully planned to extend the child t s
reading experience beyond that found in basic books and to include oppor-
tunities for critical thinking and evaluation of action and outcomes}
Trade Books.--"Books intended for the general public and marketed
through bookstores and libraries, as distinct from textbooks. subscription
1De1wyn G. Schubert, A Dictiona of Terms and Conce s in
Read.ing (Springfield, nlinois: Charles C. Thomas, 19 144.
2~., p. 198.
3Henry Bamman, Mildred A. Dawson, and Robert 'Whitehead, Adventure
Series As We Go, Teacher's Guide (Chicago: Benefic Press, 1967), p. J.
books, or a book meant for a limited public because of its high price f
technical nature, or specialized appeal. "1
Miscues.--Deviation between the child's actual oral reading and
his expected oral reading noted in categories of related phenomena in a
general framework.2
SummarY
In this chapter the nature of the problem was introduced drawing
attention to previous findings and noting significanoe of the data. The
objectives of the study were presented together with the plan and scope
involved in meeting them. Limitations of the study and definitions or
terms were given.
The following chapters will include a review of research in this
area, a presentation of the procedure followed in collecting the data,
an interpretation of the results, and implications which they contain
for schools and teachers of little boys.
1Schubert, A Dictionary of Terms and Concepts in Reading, p. 33.
2Carolyn L. Burke and KennethS. Goodman, "When a Child Reads:
A Psycholinguistic Analysis. It Elementary English, XLVII (January. 1970),
p. 121.
CHAmR n
REVIE\i OF RELATED LITERATURE
The problem of disparity between reading achievement of boys
as a group and girls as a group led to a review of related literature
in order to determine some of the educational problelns boys face.
Reasons for the problems, some possible solutions and guidelines for
implementing solutions in school situations were further purposes for
reviewing the literature.
ProblelUS Young Boys Face in Eciucation
"Although there are no significant differences in intelligence
which would help to explain the success of girls in schools, fit there are
many factors which hinder boys in American education. Boys are expected
to write as well as girls even: though their small muscle coordination is
less well developed, progress at the same pace in spite of acknowledged
slower rate :in maturation, adjust to frustration in school enviroruneht,
adapt to materials requiring little physical activity, develop' positive
self-concepts with women teachers and feminine thinking styles, and be
highly motivated to achieve goals stated in guides of curricula.
Maturation.--It was found that boys as a group and girls as a group
mature at different rates and some phases of growth are closely related to
reading. In skeletal developnent. girls as a group are superior to boys
1Gary L. Peltier, "Sex Differences in SChool - Problems and
Solutions," Phi Delta 1{appan, L (l~ovember. 1968) t p. 183.
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throughout the pre..school period. By the age or six years. girls are
at least a full year in advance of boys.1 The range widens to 18 months
at age nine and by high school entrance. girls are about two years ahead
or boys in maturity.2 Since boys are less mature physiologically. eye
muscles and visual acuity may not be equal to the task or beginning
reading and the attention spm may not be developed enough to allow con-
centration on teacher guidance. studies also indicate that males are
more susceptible to physical stress and trauma. The death and illness
rate is greater for males than females. Boys stutter more severely and
fewer outgrow it. More boys surfer brain injury. blindness, limited
vision, deafness and poor hearing than girls. Until Plberty it is difficult
to find a pa,tholog1eal condition in which incidence among girls is greater
than boys} Boys are more confident about themselves, resistent and neg-
ative about school, less concem.ed about achievement and adult approval.
They are organized around power. active assertion and caupetition, and
mastery.4
Conversely, Clark believes that "for most oharacteristics the
differences between boys and girls are no greater than the differences
found among boys themselves and among girls themselves.·5 He goes on
1Arthur W. Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading
(ColumbUS, Ohio: Merrill Publishing Companyt 1967), p. 409.
2Peltier, ItSex Differences in School," p. 183.
)Frances Bentzen, "Sex Ratios in Isarning and Behavior Dis-
orders." National Elementary Princif!l. XLVI (November, 1966) t p. 15.
~tricia P. Minuchin. "Sex Differences in Children: Research
Findings in an Educational Context,'n National Elementary Princie1, XLVI
(November. 1966), pp. 4.5-48.
'willis W. Clark, "Bo,-s and Girls: Are There Significant
Ability and Achievement Differences, If Phi Delta KaPt!I1. XLI (November,
1959). p. 73.
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to say that the problem is not whether differences exist between the BeDS
but whether the differences have educational implications.
SChool :&1vironment.....At the primary level studies indicate that
school experiences are more fru.strating to boys than to girls. Heilman
suggests that the American culture, and schools as part of the culture,
have unconsiously assumed that there is no difference between sexes.
This is noted because (1) standardized achievement tests and reading
readiness tests use the same problems and norms for both sexes, (2) both
boys and girls enter school at the same chronological age and (3) schools
recognize no sex differences t so it is assumed that there are none.1
Yet, boys have a higher incidence of non-pranotion, produce more remedial
reading problems, get lower school marks and produce more behavior pro-
blems than girls. Robinson believes that research supports the belief
that sex differences exist in reading achievement during the first few
years of formal school, but states that it is not clear whether just being
a girl gives a young child a better chance for reading success or whether
there is something inherent in the school situation or the social setting
that militates against the progress of boys.2 A study in Germany showed
more variance among girls and that reading achievement favored boys.
which would suggest that culture does influence success in reading.
The curriculum requires boys to do close work. -.ke fine discrim-
mati,on.s, sit quiet17 for long periods of time, IBY" attention, cooperate.
finish tasks and 1nhi.bit aggression. :Many educators think these are
1Heilman, Principles and Practioes of Teaching Reading, pp. 97-99•
2Helen M. Robinson. "hctors Which Effect Success in Reading."
Elementary SChool Journal, LVI (November, 1955). pp. 266-69.
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factors which frustrate boys as a group more than girls and Heilman
describes a study to Ulustrate it.
A study of over seven-hundred chUdren in grades one
through five who. due to academic retardation, were selected
for special classes, showed boys outnumbering girls by a ratio
of more than two to one. Yet the mental age or the boys was
slightly, but not significantly, higher than that of the girls.
It was concluded that boys were more interested in concrete
things and in problem-solving in areas other than those which
are parely linguistic. In other words, boys were more interested
in unacademic things. as measured iY the actual school curric-
ulum, and were penalized for this.
It may be worthwhile to question whether the ap~rent instability of
academically retarded boys is a basic trait or one produced by inappro-
priate school environment.
Inequalities in grading exist in the elementary sehool which is
evidenced by the fact that boys do well in those academic subjects in
which teachers expect them to be interested, such as mathematics and
science. Two-thirds of the repeaters are boys. Three times as many boys
as girls are underachievers, and poor readers.2 sexton states that
":Many schools are dehumanizing and unmanly places. Boys who succeed in
them often do so by grossly violating many codes of' honor and the norms
of boy culture. H3 The writer also suggested that by stressing individual
competition and ignoring group achievement schools violate the natural
group loyalties of boys. The incentive system of grading builds
resistance to achievement among boys and is negatively effective as
a means of motivating boys to achieve.
The social expectations of boys are less defined. Boys are ex.-
pected to be more rebellious and aggressive, yet such behavior is
1Heilman, Principles and Practices or Teaching Reading, p. 410.
2Peltier. ffS8xDifferences in School," pp. 182-5.
3Patricia C. Sexton, "How the American Boy is Feminized t n
PsychologY Today, III (January, 1970), p. 66.
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unacceptable in many situations. Unless boys exhibit overt aggression.
they are not regarded as flaIl boy·1 yet opportunities for doing so are
few and ill-defined.1
Reading l4aterials Used.....Basal reader materials are less
motivating and re'WElrding to boys than to girls. The content is not in
line with what culture indicates as masculine and eJq1ects from boys.
Beginning reading should be an exciting, challenging new adventure and
it is a dull. regressive experience for boys lttlless the teacher projects
a great deal into the material and situations in which it is used.2
Teachers.--Most primary teachers are women. In fact 85 percent
of all teachers are vomen.3 Adult identification models and opportunities
for playing their sex roles are rewer for boys than for girls. They
interact less with their fathers than girls do nth their mothers and
experience too much interaction with mothers and female teachers. When
they play the roles they see modeled, they are labeled, "sissy," "teacher's
pet. 1t or "mama's boy." Peltier says it is easier for girls to identify
with women teachers. Boys tend to shOW' more aggression and aggressive
tendencies than do girls, which teachers frown upon. Some teachers react
toward boys in a manner different from that manifested toward girls. In
grades one to four girls excel boys in reading and general school aohieve-
ment according to teacher ratings, but these girls excel less when achieve-
ment is measured by standard tests. McNeil found that kindergarten boys'
achievement was su};)erior to girls when beginning instruction relied
1Peltier, "sex Differences in School," pp. 182-5.
2Heilman, PrinCiples and Practices of Teaching Reading. p. 411.
3Sexton. "How the American Boy is Feminized, If p. 25.
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exclusively on the use of programmed materials. The instruction was
followed by four months of teacher guided work with women teachers, and
girls' aohievement was superior to that of boys. The study indicated
that there are variables tdthin the classroom which militate against
ma:xi.mum. :PBrfonnance of young boys.1
Women teachers often work other disadvantages for boys. Being
more analytical thinkers. boys make their own decisions and act on them
rather than create difficulty for themselves, and most teachers do not
understand such actions. Boys do not respond to suggestions and follow-
directions as their female peers are inclined to do. Test questions tend
to favor feminine thinking, and "boys are handicapped by their different
thinking styles, their inability to comprehend female language completely,
and their unwillingness to conform to a feminine value system."2 Women
teachers scold boys more often and more harshly than they do girls. They
tend to value neatness and cleanliness above intellectual initiative and
are not only more prejudiced but more dogmatic about their prejudices.
In tact. Peltier suggests that to boys, classrooms may be ~rceived as
a place to be quiet, neat, and think like girls. All of these character-
istics are contrary to a boy's idea of what exemplifies a boy.
Sexton goes to the extent of terming schools feminine institutions.
other writers indicate that boys feel threatened with girls, seem con-
fused or resistant over the identity situation, do not know what is ex-
pected of them because expec1)ations vary, and note that most teachers give
boys more negative responses than positive so the self-concept becomes
negative, or at best, insecure.
1John D. McNeil, "Programmed Instruction versus Usual Classroan
Procedures in Teaching Boys to Read," American Educational Research
Joumal. I (March, 1964), p. 114.
2Heilman• Principles and Practices of Teacpin.l?; Readinl?;. p. 184.
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Motivation.--Boys are less likely to work up to their capacity,
some researchers agree. Yet, 'With the present school environment,
materials, teacher attitudes, and maturational measures favoring girls,
it would be ironic if boys were highly motivated in reading situations.
1 boy's natural curiosity needs little stimulation at school,
but needs acceptance and direotion. It usually meets repression and
sticky rules that dampen curiosity and t,ake the run out of learning.1
Boys like role playing, playing games, and team sports which stimulate
group intimacy and loyalty. Academic activity usually stresses individual
competition and ignores group achievement. The school violates the natural
group loyalties of boys and builds resistance in boys who are responsive
to the best interests of the peer group.2
Reasons Boys Face the Problems
In many cases the reasons for problems were inherent in the
problems themselves. More discussion about reasons boys face problems
of maturation. school environment, reading materials, teacher attitude,
and motivation wi.ll follow 'With emphasis on research findings.
:Maturation.--"Maturation cannot be hastened through stress or.
training,·3 and ohronological age entrance requirements are questionable.
Because boys mature less rapidly and are existing in sex-neutral schools,
they are more susceptible to physical stress and trauma.4 At school
1Patricia C. Sexton, The Feminized Male (New York: Random
House, 1969), p. 118.
2Ibid., pp. 118-20.
3Heilman, PrincipJAts and Practices of Teaching Reading, p. J.K)9.
4Peltier, "sex Differences in SChool,lI p. 183.
entrance age, boys are physically less mature than girls in ways which
affect response to instruction, and are less able to conform to the
routine of the schoolroom and to be controlled by teachers. Boys'
greater restlessness. ap:r;.m.rent need to assert physical prowess, and out-
door play necessity, appear to militate against giving optimum attention
to paper and pencil activities used to develop "readiness' for reading.1
Other reasons discussed by Colm and Colm in the area or physiology
are obscure organic defects. Perceptual-motor behavior may be adversely
influenced by defects more prevalent among boys than girls. such as left-
handedness. defective color vision and speech defects. When pirental,
societal, and cultural eJqectations are appropriate to the requirements
of flexibility for a healthy balance of growth and personal developnent,
sex differences then evolve as one aspect of normal developnent leading
to adult maturity. "In a culture such as that of the United states, how-
ever. the social system not only faUs to recognize the greatar vulner-
ability of the male organism to stress but also admits only covertly to
the existence of a developnental differential between the sexes. ,,2 Under
such circumstances it seems reasonable to assume that the predominance of
males to females in learning and behavior disorders results from the failure
to make realistic provisions for the male organism's greater susceptibility
to stress. It also seems reasonable to assume that unless our educational
system groups children on the basis of their maturational readiness for
learning 'He may unwittingly be putting boys at a disadvantage.3
1stella M. Colm and Jolm Colm, Teaching the Retarded Reader,
A Guide for Teachers Readin S cialists and Su· rvisors (New York:
The OdysseY' Press, Inc. t 19 7 , pp. 1-2.
2Bentzen , "Sex Ratios in Disorders, t1 p. 17.
3Ibid•• p.17.---
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SChool Ehvironment.--In 1909 it was discovered that schools were
better fitted to the needs and nature of girls than boys.1 A.s early as
the 1930's studies of pupils in grades one through four found no signi-
fieant sex differences in measured intelligence. Neve~heless. it was
also reported that girls excelled boys in reading in the first four grades
and that boys showed seven percent more non-promotion than girls.2 Wilson.
Burke, and Fleming made a three-year-study in New York City and found no
differences in mental tests among boys and girls in the first grade, yet
in reading at second grade level chances were 88 in 100 that the girls
would be superior. This study also gave reasons for girls progressing at
a faster rate. Factors relc\ted to learning interests and disposition,
greater social maturity, and more advanced physiological maturity favored
girls' progress. Boys, less physiologically mature, tended to give less
constant attention; their distracted and interrupted large muscle behavior
caused slower and less accurate progress, and being less responsive to
teacher guidance, they profited less. They progressed by trial-and-error
process.3
In the 1940 t S stroud and Lindquist conducted one of the largest
research projects on sex differences in school achievement with 50,000
IJUPils in more than 330 schools in Iowa. Usin~ ±he Iowa Every Pupil Basic
Skills Test students were tested on reading comprehension, vocabulary,
word study skills, basic language skills, and arithmetic skills in grades
three to eight. Researchers found that girls had maintained a consistent
1J. B.stroud and E. F. Lindquist. "Sex Differences in Achieve-
ment in the Elementary and Secondary SChools," Journal of Educational
PSyChology, xxxm (December, 1942), p. 657.
2Stanchf1eld, "Differences :in learrling Patterns," p. 218.
JFrank T. Wilson, Agnes Burke and C. E. Fleming, "Sex Differences
in Beginning Reading in a Progressive School, tt Journal of Educational
Researcp, XXXII (May, 1953), pp. 543-55.
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and significant superiority over boys in the subjects tested, except
arithmetic, where insignificant differences favored boys.1
In 1952. Sister Nila tested JOO first graders on both individual
and group tests during the first weeks of school. She determined that the
boys as a group and the girls as a group were equally ready to read, yet
in a reading achievement test at the end of the school year, girls signif..
icantly exceeded boys in reading growth and achievement. Five causes of
academic retardation were noted: (1) wrong start in grade one. (2) ad..
vancement faster than ability and capacity permit, (3) lack of adequate
materials, (4) lack of systematic instruction, and (5) faulty teaching.2
Gates, in a 1961 study, round scores also favoring girls, but
felt that the poorer showing by the boys on the tests indicated an envi-
ronmental rather than an hereditary explanation.)
Research in the 196o's took the form of homogeneous sex groupings
in begilming reading. Jh one study eight pairs or first grade classes
in Los Angeles were used to represent a cross section of socio-economic
levels, ranging from lower-class to upper-middle class. Class enrollments,
reading lessons. testing and teaching schedules were prepared. statisti-
cal analysis of reading achievement and growth did not show that boys
taught alone gained significantly more in achievement or in growth than did
boys taught in heterogeneous sex groupings. Girls not only achieved more
by the end of the first year, but girls actually had a greater growth in
reading. The teachers readily admitted that although the main effect of
1stroud and Lindquist, "Sex Differences in Achievement," pp. 657..67.
2Sister Mary Nila, ttFoundations of a Successful Reading Program, ff
F.ilucation. LXXIII (May, 195:3). pp• .543..55.
JArthur J. Gates, "Sex Differences in Readmg Ability," Elementary
School Journal, VI (May, 1961), pp. 431-34.
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the research showed that boys did not learn to read better in sex-segregated
groups. they did find basic areas of differences in the learning pattem.s
of boys and girls. Understanding differences in activity levels t verbal
facility, auditory discrimination, listening skills, attention span, goals
and motivation, and interests would facilitate daily instruction and cur-
riculum planning.1
Reading Materials.--ItReading failures among boys can be traced to
lack of interest in stories which have little appeal for them. tl2 Writers
tend to support efforts to develop reading materials of high interest and
note the importance of interest to successful reading.
The most current experimentation is concerned with materials of
instruction and those especially written to capture boys' interest and
attention. stanchfield and others develo-ped a set of basal readers and
tested them in Los Angeles City Schools with significant results during
1995-67• The findings were (1) in every case the experimental groups
using the readers achieved more than the control groups using the state
texts; (2) the means for the experimental group were 148.89 and for the
control group were 43.37; and (3) the boys in the experimental groups
(as well as the girls) scored higher than either sex group of the control
group. 3 "Thus, it is postulated, materials prepared with boys espeoially
in mind will be of help in solving the persistent problem presented by sex
differences in learning to read. print••4
1stanchfield, "Differences in rearning Patterns," pp. 219-2.3.
2La,rry A. Harris, "Interest and the Initial Acquisition of Words, tt
Beading Teacher, XXII (3anuary, 1969), p. 312.




Teachers.--The social environments for raales and females are not
the same and from this fact may stem differences in interests, values
and achievement. Many researchers believe that the difference in read-
ing success between boys and girls is related to their emotion~l relation-
ships with their teachers. Most elementary teachers are women and it is
easier for girls to identify with women teachers.1 Women teachers under.
stand and evaluate the work of girls more accurately than that of boys.
Motivation.--SChools and teachers have been inflexible institu-
tions. A curriculum guide, a set of readers and a class of children have
been regarded as the essentials for teaching reading. "We must know more
about what interests and motivates boys and about h2! children learn what
they want to learn."2 The school program dalipens the natural curiosity
of boys and treats them like irresponsible children. The boy culture and
value system are violated.3 Boys make great efforts at what interests
them. They usually have trouble sitting still in class, yet can sit for
hours voluntarily to watch TV, work on a hobby or playa game. If inter-
ested, they will learn without incentives. Schools cannot remain i.nfle~
ible and purport to provide learning experiences for all children.
Possible Solutions to the Problems
Among the more commonly mentioned techniques for solving the
problems young boys face in reading are (1) attention to mental age rather
than chronological age entrance requirements, (2) differentiation of tests
for boys and for girls so that their maximal efficiency can be measured or
1Heilman. Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading. p. 141.
2Sexton, The Feminized Male, p. 118.
:3
~. t p. 126.
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separate mental age norms for boys and for girls if the same test is used,1
(3) attention to the instructional materials area - to'W'ard interests and
other educational factors causing differences in performance. (4) atten-
tion to classroom organization, and (.5) improvement of teacher attitude
toward boys through knowledge and understanding of the nature of boys as
well as in-service studies to note possibl;e changes in both hr1'Ys and
teachers. These techniques are treated in more detail under maturation,
school environment and reading materials, teacher attitude and motivation.
Maturation.--ftIf a chUd is not mentally defective he can be
taught to read :in first grade,"Z levine has stated. In regard to teach-
ing readiness to the immature, whioh seems to be the state of affairs for
boys in the American schools, the author goes on to say that one needs to
understand the maturational lag and that good methodology can ready the
immature reader. Tailor-made materials will produce success, and materials
to serve as correctives compensate for inadequacies untU the child will
depand on his own mental grow"th and visual apIBratus for learning to read.
Organismic age champions attempt to show a relationship between
the rate of developnent in various phases of growth, both physical and
mental, in reading ability. The organismio age is the average of age
scores on height, weight, mental age, dentition. grip and the like, so
it is lI8ighted heavily on physical growth tactors.) Including this factor
in evaluating the rate of maturity for boys and girls may offset some of
the characteristics which now favor girls.
1"Letts Give the Boys a Break," Phi Delta Kappan, XXXIX-XL (April,
1959). p. 281.
2Shirley Isvine. "Teaching Readiness for Reading to the Immature."
Education, LXXXIX (November, 1968). p. 121.
)Heilman, Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading, p. 409.
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Some authors suggest starting boys six months later so chances
for them to succeed are better, but others say differences will still
exist and that the mental age criterion is a better one for school
entrance. Values of the organismic age, however, may also be incorporated.
SChool Environment and Reading Materials.--American schools are
sex-neutral institutions and there are no significant differences in
measured intelligence of boys and girls, yet schools tend to favor girls
in curriculum content, learning materials, teacher attitudes, and in
motivational practices many writers agree. In addition to a new look at
entrance and testing procedures, it may be well to look at the organiza-
tional plan 111 school environment and direct attention to understanding
the nature of boys. McNeil suggests that
• • • a study of the features of auto-instruction may be useful
in developing teaching procedures more appropriate for boys
than those now connnonly used. less peer-group interaction
brought about by a self-teaching device, for example, may
result in better performance on the part of those boys who.,'
under the stimulation of peers and teacher, display aggression
or for other reasons fail to attend to the lesson at hand.1
Several authors suggest sex-segregated classes. or instructional
grouping by sex, to help minimize difficulties boys face in school. ~les
describes a plan in which 31 fourth grade boys were placed in one room
(27 were repeaters) and were instructed at their own levels with materials
suited to abilities and interests. Group morale develo~d when they saw
their connnon interests and problems. They accepted themselves and others.
The next year they were placed in sex-mixed groups and were successful.2
Sex,..segregated olasses ha.ve continued and expanded in this Wakefield Forest
Elementary SChool in Fairfax County. Virginia. The basic instruction is
1McNeil t ff Programmed Instruction t n p. 118.
2Thomas B. Lyles, "Grouping by Sex," National Elementary Prineigl.1,
n,VI (November, 1966) t pp. 38-.41.
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in these classes, but boys and girls and other classes come together for
assemblies, lunch, chorus. recess, some physical education olasses and
busses for transportation. After six years the boys in sex-segregated
classes made better progress in language arts and mathematios than boys
in the control classes but differences were not statistically significant.
The advantages appeared to be: (1 ) There were fewer serious discipline
problems and behavior was more acceptable to the teachers; (2) students
were happier and displayed greater interest in all subjects and skill
areas; (3) Attendance was better; (4) Withdrawn children, both boys and
girls, were more outgoing and confident; (.5) students were more willing
to ask questions and freer to discuss ideas; (6) Boys were more thought-
ful and considerate of each other; (7) Competition between sexes was elim-
inated; (8) Lack of distraction from opposite sex resulted in better work
habits; (9) Motivation developed more easily and greater partici:r-ation in
all classes was noted, and (10) Boys accepted all phases of language arts
instruction without comPlaint.1
The ungraded primary plan could permit the less mature ohild to
have a longer period of time to adjust to reading tasks without risking
the stigma of failure.
2
Yet, this plan and others must include the
efficient operation of (1) trained personnel. (2) testing for readiness,
(J) appraising readiness for promotion, (4) systematic instruction, and
(5) adequate and suitable materials according to capacities, needs, and
interests of pupils.) Sister Nila stated that these solutions will not
pressure the teacher or the student, but will prevent frustration. The
teacher and children will experience success.
1Iqles, "Grouping by Sex, It pp. 38-41.
~eilmant Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading, p. 41 J.
3Sister Nila, "Foundations of Successful Reading. It pp. 543-5.5.
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In the area of organizational plans to enhance the learning of boys
stanchfield, too, noted that boys did not learn better even when separated
fran girls. Teachers, hO'W'ever, recognized basic areas of difference in
learning patterns of boys and girls. Four areas of learning theory were
stressed in the use of materials: readiness for reading, motivation and
interest, practice and drill, and reinforcement. Readiness was handled
tbroughflannel board teclmiques, pup~ts, study prints of characters,
phoneme boxes and individual flannel boards. The motivation and interest
area was active and dynamic, thus motivating boys to work, to think and
to leanl. Stanchfield found 12 categories highly preferred in the follOW"-
ing order: outdoor life, explorations and expeditions, sports and games,
science fiction, humor, everyday life adventures of boys, outer space,
mystery and detective stories, and war stories. least liked categories
included stories about music or art, family and home life, and plays and
poetry. 1 Practice and drill areas challenged the most skilled teachers
who used traveling games, spinning devices and prediction e:x:ercises for
vocabulary activities. Transcriptions for story and follow-up ma.terials
were prepared and used in ftlistening posts" with individual earphones for
each child. Colored slides of actual reproductions of piges,and original
stories about characters in stories were reproduced on charts or typewritten.
A warm friendly smUe was the greatest reinforcer, yet acceptance and
approval, daily follow-up practice and vocabulary tests with grawthshown
in graphic form were also valuable. stanchfield did find, however, that
all the means of the experimental groups were higher than those of the
cOMPirable control groups. Besides the significant results indicating that
1Jo M. Stanchfield, "Increasing Boys' Reading Achievement Through
Instructional Materials," Vistas in Reading, Proceedings of the Eleventh
Annual Convention, International Reading Association, XI, Part I (Newark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, Inc., 1967), pp. 440-4.
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the treatment was more successful in teaching reading to those children.
an equally startling result is that the mean difference in reading scores
for boys and girls was not significant. The mean for the experimental
boys was slightly higher than that of the girls. although not significantly
80.1
A great deal of fighting spirit is needed in society today. It
would seem wise to }:ermit as much aggression as possible inside schools
within a more flexible organizational framework and thus direct it away
from street fights and into combat with the real enemies of man.2 Aggres-
sion can be directed through the physical and the verbal, the doing and
the talking. Boys tend to the physical form.
Some other solutions to the school environment and materials
situation might be (1) to analyze what should be taught in schools by con-
sulting the learner himself, (2) to direct students to mastery of self and
environment, and to be active not ];assive, (3) to generate a desire in stu-
dents to do independent work with responsibility, (4) to give rewards when-
ever :possible, and (5) to involve male teachers with whom boys can identify,
trust and emulate.3
Teacher Attitude.--Heilman conducted an intensive in-service pro-
gram in which teachers studied and discussed research data relevant to sex
differences in learning to read. They made classroom and teaching adjust-
menta, and boys taught by these teachers had higher mean scores on standard
tests. In-service training appeared to have evoked classroom practices
which enhanced the performanoe of boys.
1stanchfield, "Differences in learning Patterns," pp. 220-3.
2Serlon, The Feminized Male, p. 130.
:3 • .tHow the American Boy is Feminized," pp. 23-9.
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As many researchers indicate, teacher attitude is a main factor in
the success of boys in reacllng. Broderick suggested giving students the
courage to try, the hope for change, and the respect for mutual trust.
Children need the freedom to make mistakes, materials for innnediate use,
class schedules for independent study, long range plans for a block of
work and cooperative relationships bettreen teacher and ~ers.1 Sears and
Feldman ask teachers whether they behave in classrooms as they thinl{ they
do. They ask teachers to ask themselves how they reward creative behavior
in the classroom, hOttT they grade and evaluate academic work, and hOW' they
show disapproval to boY'S in the classrocm.2 The elementary school childt s
self-concept is influenced by his idea of how his teacher feels about hila.
More male teachers, with whom boys can identify, are needed. Men
are generally less responsible and businesslike in the classroom, more
permissive t and more democratic using a child-centered educational view-
point. In this Climate, the emphasis is on intellectual functioning more
than sex role functioning. Society needs male teachers t but also women
teachers who are tougher in their thinking processes, more confident in
their own ability to solve problems and less conforming to social pressures.
Optimal intellectual ].Jertormance is more likely to occur when boys are less
bold and impulsive than the "real tl boy and when girls are less timid and
inhibited than the "real" girl)
other implications of teacher attitude are found in the sehool
environment and materials section of solutions.
1~1a.ry Broderick, "Creativity in Children, Some Case studies,"
National Elementary Principa.l, XLVI (l~ovember, 1966), pp. 18-24.
2Pauline s. Sears and David H. Feldman, "Teacher Interactions




Motivation.....SUccess is perhaps the strongest motivational force.
Maturation, school enviromnent and materials, teacher attitude and personal
interest play important roles in assuring success. "Boys make astonishing
efforts in what interests them. It1
Most writers suggest that more must be known about what interests
and motivates boys to leam what they want to learn•
• • • In particular we need to understand the nature of games
and sports so that we may apply their principles (intense
group interaction, activity, purpose, clear goals, group
competition, problem solving, ete.) to other types of learn-
ing. The uses of stimulation in learning (enactment of real
situations) and "games" in military and industrial training
might give us some useful leads.2
Boys like other boys who are good at games. Boy-games involve
enacting a conflict between males, such as cowboys and Indians, the
propulsion of objects over space, and complex team organizations. Girl-
games involve pretending to be grownups in a more static activity, such
as singing and noncompetitive activities. Dllring this century there is
more overlap of these characteristics as sex roles or males and females
have changed. Yet team sport is a major, most advanced. and popnlar
form of boy game which provides a primary outlet for restless energy and
aggression in boys. It helps "socialize" boys by developing team spirit
and loyalty, sportsmanship, organizational skills, team work. and other
sldlls necessary for a healthy male personality to develop. "Unlike ac-
ademic activit,., team. sport stimulates intense group intimacy and loyalty.
Individual excellence is also highly valued only because it helps to win.,tt3
Scholastic incentive systems may incorporate ideas from team va.lues and
group excellence to motivate young boys.






Since sex differences are real and operative, the educative pro-
cess can and, should be differentiated in such a way as to provide for these
differences. Educators not only tend to overlook sex differences but over-
look most individual differences. It makes a significant difference
whether the pupil is a 'boy or a girlrand instructional provision should
be made accordingly.1
Some guidelines toward implementing solutions to problems that
young boys face in beginning reading experiences within a school system
would involva :
Entrance age.--Some authors suggest starting boys six months later,
yet attention to mental age and organismic age criteria as well as chron-
ological age requirements have merit.
Test results.--Tests usually favor girls in terms of content and
ability to perform the task of taking it. This knowledge should be taken
into account when analyzing test resu.lts since tests are prepared and
administered as though there were no sex differences.
Classroan organizat1on.-The teaching-learning situation needs to
be organized around interests of boys, team efforts, and physically active
kinds of performance. This may be accomplished by (1) sex-segregated
classes for boys and girls, (2) instructional groupings by sex within sex-
mixed classes, (3) grouping by maturational readiness with frequent checks
on progress, (4) the ungraded primary plan. and other organizational plans
1Jean B. Grambs and Walter Waetjen, "Being Equally Different: A
New Right for Boys and Girls," National Elementary Principal, XLVI
(November, 1966) t pp. 59-67.
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placing less emphasis on conformity or academic incentive and more on
intellectual functioning.
Materials and Methodologz.--Leaming the interests and nature of
boys and selecting materials considering these factors are essential.
Adjusting curriculum. and materials to fit needs of boys with differentia-
tion of textbooks, activity centered instruction, tailor-made materials
for reinforcement, sequential developnent of skills and auto-instructional
materials which appeal to boys are valuable guides toward solving problems
they face in beginning reading experiences.
Teachers.--ImproV'ing teacher attitude toward boys and involving
more males in the elementary school are "keys" in the solution of read-
ing problems for young boys. Strong in-service programs will assist the
attitude change. Male teachers, researchers, counselors and psychologists
at the elementary level, who are not required to fit the female mold are
needed. Team. administration, with a man and woman as co-principals, is
found to be effective. Materials selected by men and women together in-
volve the male interest as well as the female. Young men as teacher aides
to supervise playgrounds, ltmchrooms, and take school bus duties, as well
as older boys acting as tutors and companions for younger boys have been
found helpful to boys.
1-1otivation.....Providing opporttmities for success and intellectual
functioning rather than conformity will improve motivation. Involving the
learner in planning the activities, following the planned sequence and
evaluating the progress will increase his particiIXltion in and his respon-
sibility for the project.
General interest.--Perhaps the most pertinent guideline of all is
to recognize that there will be problems and be lulling to meet them head
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on rather than ignore them. Assisting pg,rents and community to under-
stand boy-girl differences and the,ir im:Pact in regard to beginnL.".g read-
ing experiences is a worthwhile topic for parent-teacher organizations,
local newspa.:,per articles and local speakers.
Summary
In this chapter a review of related literature was presented
regarding the disparity between reading achievement of boys as a group
and girls as a group. The problems young boys face, reasons for the
problems t some possible solutions and guidelines for implementation of
solutions in school situations were discussed. The discussion included
maturation, school environment, reading materials, teacher attitude,
and motivation.
The following chapters will include a presentation of the procedure
followed in collecting the data, an interpretation:ot> the 'results, and im-
plications for schools and teachers of little boys.
CHAPTER III
THE PROCEDURE
The purpose of the study was to determine some of the educational
problems boys face in beginning reading experiences, the reasons for these
problems, some possible solutions, and how solutions may be implemented
in a school system.
In order to acccmplish the objectives. a survey of related liter-
ature was taken which indicated some of the educational problems and
reasons for them. More reasons were revealed through individual inter..
views nth second grade boys. Teachers of boys interviewed completed a
questionnaire involving similar questions. Results of the two instruments,
together with the implications in the literature, indicated possible solu-
tions and ways to implement them in a school system.
Sample of the stU&
The study was carried out in the Hamilton Elementary Schools, Joint
District No. 16, Sussex, Wisconsin. As shown in Table 1, a random sample
of second grade boys in attendance at five elementary schools partic1P1ted
in the study. Sixty-six boys representing approximately half of all the
second grade boys in the district were interviewed. The teachers in the
12 second grade classrooms completed a questionnaire constructed by the
wr1-ter.
Preparation of the Instruments
An interview was devised tor boys to indicate their own under-
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Provision was made for boys to make choices in materials and to select
locations within the classroom for reading. They were encouraged to use
their choices in actual reading situations. A reading interests survey
was also included.
A questionnaire was preplLred for teachers paralleling the infor-
mation requested in the interview.
rnterview.--The interview was divided into four parts. The first
:r:art was prepared to give boys an opportunity to evaluate their own abil..
ities in reading, their desire to grow in reading, and their attitudes
toward school.
The second part of the interview asl{ed questions about reading
situations. Boys had an opportunity to tell places where they enjoyed
reading or listening to a good story, such as at school, at home, at the
library, or some other place. They were asked to name some reading activ-
ities they liked and some they didn't like so much. Some body position
preferences and location within the classroom preferences for actual
reading were solicited.
Choioes of materials for reading activities and actual use of
the materials in freely chosen locations comprised the third part of the
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interview. Three reading activities were selected as a representative
sampling, and each activity presented the use of alternatives in materials
in order to indicate proficiency in that activity. In oral reading, boys
were free to choose a co-basal reader or a trade book. To indicate
listening and comprehension skills t a story was read to the boys who were
asked to retell the story by putting pictures or sentences in sequential
order. In phonetic understandin~t the boys were free to choose a written
study sheet or to playa vowel domino game with the interviewer. Each of
these activities was scored for efficiency by a cheoklist or by noting
errors in performance.
The last part of the interview offered young boys an opportunity
to indicate categories of interest in selecting books from a library.
Nine possible areas of reading interest were explored with three iteas
on the interview representing each area.1 The 27 items were representative
of nine major categories or reading interest.2
Quest1ormaire.--The teacher questionnaire was designed in three
parts. Information :Personal to the teacher made up the first Rirt. Ques-
tions dealing with professional experience and college preparation were
included. The second part asked for information about the teachers I
understandings of boys in the second grade classroom. There were two
questions pertaining to the reading ability of boys in the classroom, two
regarding availability of books at interest levels and reading levels of
boys in the class t and two questions about procedure for handling reading
instruction in the classroom. The final section of the questionnaire
1Pupil Interview, Appendix IV t p. 84.
2Helen Rogers and H. Alan Robinson. "Reading Interests of First
Graders t" Elementary Bhglish• XL (November, 1963), pp. 707-11 •
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asked teachers to indioate the order in which they thought boys would
choose books in the nine oategories.
Selection of Materials
The materials used in the interview were selected on the basis
of apJ:1eal to the interests of young boys and at levels insuring success.
The guarded, evasive and perhaps self-prot,ective thinking styles1 were
considered as well as apJ?8.rent need for more physical activity within the
reading learning experience. Reading is by nature a sedentary activity
and yet aware of personalities of boys and of the need for more flexibil-
ity in the physical situation, and sensitive to the interests and re~ding
levels of boys, the writer believed an enjoyable learning eJqJerience could
result.
Oral reading.--The books selected in the oral reading section of
the interview were adventure books, since young boys prefer stories with
adventurous and historical themes while girls rank family life stories and
make-believe highest. 2 A co-basal series and trade books were offered at
the various reading levels. The Benefio Press Adventure Series was used
for the co-basal reader with reading levels from pre-primer to difficult
second level. The pre-primer level trade book was Beckley-Cardy's Buoky
Button, while other levels in trade book: choices were from the Jim Forest
series by Harr Wagner Pllblishing Company• .3
Boys were given books one level below their instructional reading
level in class. A boy who was reading at 3..1 level in his classroom read
1Minuchin, "Sex Differences in Children," pp. 45-118.
2Rogers and Robinson, "Reading Interests of First Graders," p. 710.
3List of Books for Oral Reading, Appendix VI, p. 88.
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from Jim Forest and Dead Man IS Peak or Adventures on Our Way which were
the choices at second reader level. All books used were unfamiliar to
the boys.
With the reading level established before the interview, each
boy was given a J;e.ir of books to examine and decide which one he would
choose to read from on that day. Since both books were at his reading
level, the choice was between a basal reader and a trade book rather
than between different readability levels. After his choice was made,
he was asked to turn to a pre-determined page and read some of the adven-
ture story to himself. When he was ready, he was encouraged to read some
of the selection to the interviewer. Miscues were noted, for 50 running
words, on an oral reading checklist which was concerned with major miscues
(substitutions, mispronunciations, unknown words and omissions), minor
miscues (additions and repetitions), corrections, and intonation.
Listening and comprehension skills.--The selection for the listen-
ing and comprehension check of the interview was taken from the Steck
Play Time issue, which is a second reader level of the Reading Essential
Series.1 "p.u-. Fox Thinks Fast. 1I offered an opportunity for boys to listen
to an eventful story and to recall what happened first, next, and so on•••
to Mr. Fox.2 After hearing the selection read by the interviewer, each
boy was asked to put pictures or sentences in order. The boys could
choose to arrange four pictures in the order in which the ideas occurred
in the selection or they could read and number four sentences in sequence. J
1Ullin w. ~avell and Virginia Hall Hannum. Play Time, the Reading
Essentials Series~(Austin, Texas: The steck Company, 19.55), PP. 93-99-
2Copy of Listening and Comprehension story, "Mr. Fox Thinks Fast, If
Ap]?endix VII, p. 90.
3Sentences for Comprehension Checl<:, Appendix VIII. p. 93-
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Phonetic understandingSe--Recognizing long and short s01U1ds of
!.' ~t !O' and 2. was the skill required for the phonetic understandings
:fS.rt of the interview. Again, two choices of materials were offered.
They were a study sheet, enclosed in heavy plastic to be completed with
a water marker, or a game of vowel dominoes to be played with the inter-
viewer.
The study sheet was taken from the Steck Play Time book, p. 96,
and involved IrJany' of the words in the listening comprehension selection.1
The boys needed to read the words and put a check mark be.fore each word
that had the same vowel sound as the first word in the list. There were
eight lists and help with reading the words was given when requested or
when frustration was developing.
A Vowel Dominoes game by Lyons and Carn.ahan provided the picture
cards for the game which was preplred to match the skills checked in the
study sheet.2 A set of cards having only' long and short !o. !!o. !o. and .2
picture words was displayed and each player was :Permitted four cards 'With
which to begin play and then build a domino design. The boy beil.lg inter-
'viewed and parson conducting the interview played the game.
Interesting books .--Rogers and Robinson provided the basis in
design for the survey of reading interests. They devised an instrument
using questions, such as "Would you like to read a book about what an
astronaut does?") It is from this typ:t of question that the 27 items
for interesting books of this study were prepared. line possible areas
1Phonetic Understandings study Sheet, Appendix IX, p. 95.
2Vowel Dominoes, Long and Short Vowels and S¥n!bols. Game 7t
Chicago. nlinois, Ly"ons and Carnahan, Inc., 1968.
)Rogers and Robinson, "Reading Interests of First Graders, It
pp. 708..9.
of reading interest were explored with three items on the interview
representing each area. This seemed to the writer a more reliable
representation of boys I interests than to inquire whether a boy likes
books about science or history or animals. It provided a subtle means
to reach true interests and a three-pronged approach to validate the
conclusions.
Each boy was asked to respond ttYes" or "l~o" when asked, IfIf you
were in the library choosing, would you choose one about ••• '1 The responses
1
were recorded by the interviewer.
PrePB;ration of.Reading Situations
Reading can occur in a variety of places and body positions. This
may be at school, at home, at the school or public library. or even in a
boat or on a bus. Boys were asked to indicate where they are when they
enjoy reading a good story or listenmg to a good story. They were also
asked to mention whether they were sitting, standing. lying down or what
the body was doing when they enjoyed the story.
A variety of reading activities may also be employed and boys
were given an opportunity to indicate a favorite one of the following, or
to mention some of their own: (1) silent reading, (2) oral reading,
(3) reading with a partner, (4) W'orkin.g in a liorkbook, or (5) making a
play. Since it is understandable that some activities are liked less than
others, the boys were asked to mention least-liked reading activities.
One of the most significant items in the reading situations section
was the place in the classroom where satisfactory reading experiences
occurred since it involved physical flexibility essential to boys. Among
the choices from which boys were asked to SllOW" a preference were (1) at
1Pupil Interview t Appendix T{ t p. 84.
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a student desk, (2) at the teacher's desk, (3) on a rug on the floor,
(4) at the reading group, or (5) any other location such as a library
table or small group in a corner of the room. The room in which the
interview was conducted was preIJB.red with a student desk and chair, a
teacher's desk and chair, a round or rectangular table with at least
two chairs. and a 4 x 6 foot shag rug on the floor. As the child
indicated his preference in reading situation, the interview moved to
that location and continued to completion.
Collecting the IB.1?
Prior to scheduling of interviews with the second grade boys,
approval was needed to collect the data. A letter was sent to the
superintendent of the district explaining the purpose of the study t how
the schools would pa.rticipa.te t and tentative plans for conducting the
research. A similar letter was prepared and sent to the Director of
Instruction. The writer was then asked to meet with the elementary
princirals and reading teachers to present the research project.
During the meeting 'With principals and reading teachers, the
objectives were presented, the interview and questionnaire were discussed,
suggestions for conducting the interviews were made and schedules for
intervietr1ing were established. It was suggested that the interviews be
conducted before the spring recess, or March 17 to 26.
Class lists of second grade cllildren were provided by the princiJ)als
of each building. The lists lfere arranged alphabetically by schools and a
master list of boys' names was prepared. Every other boy's name became
part of the random sampling. Of the random sampling, including 70 boys,
66 were interviewed and data were included in the study. The other boys
were absent or otherwise unavailable for interview.
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Teacher questionnaires and sampling lists of boys, by classes.
were sent to the principals who agreed to distribute the materials to
the teachers. The teachers were asl<ed to complete the questionnaire and
note both the instructional reading level and I.Q. of each boy listed
for the study. Reminders of scheduled dates for interviews in each of
the buildings were included and a notation that about 15 minutes for eacll
individual interview would be needed.
On the day that interviews ,vere held. the writer called for the
questionnaires and sampling lists at the office or at the rooms of second
grade classes. A few minutes were needed to note instructional reading
levels and I. Q.'s on the interview forms. The room was prepared with
desks, rug t and materials for choices and interviews began. ~'fuen one young
boy completed the interview, he called for the next boy and brought him to
the room. Except for lunch and recess periods, the interviews were contin-
uous throughout the day. The interviews were completed within a school day
in all schools except one which had 29 boys in the sampling and required
tl-10 days of study. other schools vlith proportionately lower enrollments,
had 6, 8. 9, and 14 boys in the sampling.
Treat:iJ.1g the Data
Information received from the interviews and questionnaires
was transferred to tally sheets with appropriate headings. From these
sheets tables were constructed and used for analysis and interpretation.
Findings of the study were summarized and questions were anSW'ered.
Summa.;rY
The prooedure followed in conducting the stlldy was presented in
this chapter. It included discussion of the sample t instruments and
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materials used, reading situations, and the procedures followed in collect-
ing the data. A comment on treating the data was also included.
The following chapters will contain an interpretation of the
results of the study and implications for schools and teachers of yO'llllg
boys in beginning reading experiences.
CHAPl'ER IV
INTERPRETATIOl~ OF RESULTS
The purpose of the study vms to determine some of the educational
problems boys face in beginning reading, reasons for the problems ,some
possible solutions, and guidelines for implementing these solutions
in classroom situations. The following information was compiled from
_questionnaires completed by teachers and interviews conducted with second
grade boys in the Hamilton school district.
FindingS Regarding Teachers
Information relative to the professional background of the
teachers made up the first pa.rt of the questionnaire t information about
the teachers' understandings of boys and materials at the second grade
level made up the second part of the questionnaire, and categories of
books ranked according to teachers 1 understandings of- boys I reading
interests ma.de up the last part of the questionnaire.
Teacher preparation.--The results of the following questions
are presented in Table 1:
How many years of teaching experience have you,_
How many years have you taught in the Hamilton School District?_
What phrase below best describes your prepa.ration for teaching?
(A check mark for one will be satisfactory.)
_Bachelor's not completed _Credits beyond Bachelor's






Yrs. in not Bach.
Teacher Exo. Dist. Comp. Bach. +,crs.
less less
A than 1 than 1 X
less less
B than 1 than 1 X
C 2 2 X
D 2 2 X
E :3 J X
F 7 7 X
G 9 4 X
H 9 1 X
I 10 :3 X
J 17 11 X
K 20 1* X
L 34 19 X
*Plus 12 years as substitute
The first line of Table 2 reads that Teacher A has less than one
year of teaching experience in the district and has earned the Bachelor's
degree. Teacher H has nine years of teaching experience, one year in the
district and has not earned the Bachelor's degree.
The 12 t;eachers indicated teaching experience ranging from tw"o
months to J4 years. Five of the teachers have taught less than five
years, eight have taught less than ten years and four have taught ten
years or more. Nine of the 12 have taught less than five years in the
district. One teacher earned all seven years of experience in the district t
another earned 11 of the 17 years in the district and still another taught
19 of the J4 y-ears within the district.
Ten or the 12 teachers have earned the Bachelor's degree and four
of these have earned credits beyond it. Two teachers have not completed
the Bachelor I s degree requirements and none has earned the lv1aster t s degree.
Of the nine teachers who had taught less than five years in the
district, two had not earned the Bachelor I s degree though they came to
the district with nine and 20 years of experience res~ctively. The
other seven teachers with less than five years in the district had earned
the Bachelor's degree qualification for teaching. Several teachers were
relatively inexperienced when they entered Hamilton school district.
Teachers' responses to attitudes of boys.--Regarding attitudes,
teachers were asked to indicate Yes, No, or lJot Sure to the following- -
statements:
Most boys in my class like to read.
Most boys are reading up to their expectancy level.
Table ~ shOW's the tabulated responses of teachers. Since ten of
the 12 teachers indicated that most boys in their classes liked reading,
it would appear that teachers feel most boys have a healthy attitude
toward reading. One teacher indicated t11at most boys in her class did
not like to read and one teacher was not sure. Eight teachers indicated
that most boys were reading up to their expectancy levels, while four
felt that most boys were not reading up to their expectancy levels.
Teachers' responses to materials and situations.--Teachers 'W'ere
asked to respond ~, No, or rJot Sure to the following statements regard-
ing materials and situations in reading with second grade boys:
There are enough books in the classroom and school libraries to
ap~al to boys' interests.
There are appealing books at the reading levels of boys in my class.
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TABLE 3
TEACHER RESPOIJSES TO QUESTIOln:lAIRE REGARDDJG ATTITUDES
MATERIAlS AL~D SITUATIOrqS m READING




l#iost boys in my class like to read.





There are enough books in the classroom
and school libraries to ap~al to
boys I interests. 7 :3 2
There are app!aling books at the reading
levels of boys in my class. 9 :3
Daily reading classes are handled in
group situations. 12
Some daily reading activities are held
in other ways. (If yeS, explain them.) 12
Daily reading classes are handled in group situations.
Some daily reading activities are held in other 't-J"ays.
(If yes. explain them.)
The least agreement among the teachers was expressed toward.
the statement, "There are enough books in the classroom and school libraries
that ap:Peal to boys I intereats. It Two teachers were not sure, three felt
there were not enough books and seven indicated that there were enough
books to appaal to boys' interests. The next item assumed that books
were appealing and teachers were asked to indicate whether the reading
levels of the books were adequate. !~ine teachers felt that there vTere
appealing books at the reading levels of boys in their classes. three
felt the levels were not appropriate, and none were unsure.
The last two items on Table :3 were ooncerned with tl1e daily reading
situations in classrooms. All 12 teachers indicated that daily reading
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classes are handled in group situations and that some daily reading
activities are held in other ways. Mentioned at least two times were
the following activities: reading in small groups. reading with partners,
using the tape recorder for both listening and recording, and reading
individually. other activities noted were giving opportunities to read
in pairs with supervision, inViting children to read aloud from library
books at the end of the day, and encouraging self-directed reading 'tnth
limited help from the teacher or aide. Reading involved in language
work and special remedial classes for retarded readers were also included
among daily reading activities other than instructional groupings.
Areas of boys 1 reading interests as indicated by teachers.--l~1ne
categories of books were listed as boys I preferences. Teachers were
asked to number from 1 to 2. the order in which they felt second grade
boys in their classrooms would choose the folJ.owing categories:
Historical Events Happy Activities Adventurous stories
Family Events Today's World ~Iake Believe
Sports Anxiety 3ituationa Humorous 31tuations
Table 4 summarized the teachers' notations. Tn line one Sports
was noted as first preference by six of the 12 teachers. Humorous 5itua..
tiona '~was noted twice, Adventurous stories was noted twice t Make Believe t
and Happy Activities were each noted once as the first choice boys would
make in selecting a book.
Each level of preference included at least four of the nine cate-
gories. level five shows eight of the categories and levels two. four,
and six show seven categories wi.thin them. This is interpreted to mean
that there is definite recurrence of categories within each level and
that there is relatively large variability among teachers in their per-
ception of boys I reading interests at second grade level.
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TABLE 4
AREAS OF READING DITERESTS FOR SECOND GRADE BOYS
AS INDICATED BY THEIR TEACHERS
-Rank of







































































9 Anxiety Situations 5
Historical Events 2







It is possible to note, however. the most preferred and least
preferred types of books teachers feel second grade boys will choose
even though the sampling of categories and teachers is small. Teachers
tended to rank Sports, Adventurous stories, and Humorous Situations
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among the most pl"'eferred. Anxiety Sittlations and Ilistorical Events were
among the least preferred types of books.
Table 5 summarizes the reading interest levels of boys as indicated
by their teachers, using information from Table 4. The first four ranks
are rather obvious since Sports, Adventurous stories, Rumoro'us Situations,
and Iv1a.ke Believe aP:Pear with greater frequency than the other categories
in the first four ranks of preference. FB.J.uly Events and Happy Activities
tie for level five. Family Events also appears in a tie situation l"lith
Anxiety Situations at level six. The latter appears in even higher fre-
quency at level nine. where it is ranked. Thus t Family Events and Happy
Activities each rank 5.5 in the summary of reading interests.
TABLE .5













Findings Regarding Second Grade Boys
Teachers supplied I. Q. scores from a standardized group test which
was completed in February. They also supplied instructional reading levels
of boys which were determined by each boy's teacher.
The four pirts of the interview conducted vdth boys included an
opportunity for boys: (1) to express their concepts of their own abilities,
desires and attitudes toward reading, (2) to express likes and dislikes
about reading situations and reading activities, (3) to select materials
and show performance efficiency while using those luaterials in freely
chosen locations, and (4) to indicate categories of :illterest in selecting
books from the library.
I. Q. and instruotional reading levels of boys.--Before the inter-
views with the boys were conducted, teachers '-lare asked to indicate the
. I. Q. and instructional reading level of each boy in the sampling. These
are shown on Table 6. I. Q. t S ranging from the 76 to 80 interval to the
136 to 140 interval are shown. Classroom instructional reading levels
ranged from the primer level to the 3-2 reading level.
Thirty-five of the 66 boys were being instructed at the 2-2 level
and 15 were being instructed at the 2-1 level. l~ine boys were working
below second grade level and seven boys were working above the second
grade instructional level.
Fourteen I. Q. scores were in the area above 120. Three of these
boys were receiving instruction above second grade level, nine were being
instructed at the 2-2 level, one at 2-1 level, and one was working at
first reader level. Ten boys scored 90 or below in I. Q. and six of these
boys were also getting instruction at the second grade level.
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TABLE 6




I.Q.'s P 1st 2-1 2-2 3-1 3-2
136-140 1
131-13( 1
126..130 1 1 2
121-125 1 7
116-120 1 4
111-115 1 6 2 1
106-110 7 1
101-105 1 2 2
96-100 2 3 5
91- 95 1 2 1
86- 90 1 2 4 1
81- 85 1
76- 80 1
Boys' resPffises to ability, desire, and attitude.--Boys were
asked to respond orally with Yes, £!2.t or I don't know to the following
statements:
Ability
I like to read but I don 't read very well.
I'm a good reader and read from books on my own.
I don't like to read, but can read fairly well when I do read.
Desire
I know I can read better if I try.
~Iy reading work is fine.
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I want to learn to read other kinds of books than we read in school.
Attitude
I like school.
I d011't like teachers. (If yes, ask to explain.)
My teacher makes me read things she wants me to read and I don It
l1l<:e that.
Table 7 shows that .52 of the 66 boys in second grade liked to read,
12 did not like to read and two were unsure. Most boys, 52 of them. not
only said they liked to read, but also indicated that they were good read-
ers. Although 15 of the boys did not like to read. they admitted that they
can read fairly well when they do read.
There was no doubt about the desire to improve reading with added
effort. Only two boys said they could not read better if they tried, while
64 said they could do better if they tried. The greatest uncertainty 'trlas
shown in the section of the interview where 17 boys indicated that they
did not knOW' whether or not their reading work was satisfactory. Eight
said it was not satisfactory and 41 said their reading was fine.
Though the statement "I want to learn to read other kinds of books
than we read in school, f1 raised questions and was perhaps interpreted in
several ways, the writer believes that the 51 boys answering ~ desired
to read a variety of books. both at school and in other places. Seven
boys were content with books in reading class and two were unsure.
Regardless of ability and desire to read, 55 of the 66 boys liked
school. While five boys did not like teachers. 58 did like teachers.
Three 't48re unsure. lJineteen boys didn I t like to read things their teachers
wanted them to read, 44 didn I t mind teachers I suggestions for reading ma-
terials and three didn It knOt~ whether they liked teacher suggestions or not.
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TABLE 7
RESPO~JSES OF BOYS TO QUESTIOl~S OF ABILITY t




Like to read 52 12 2
Am a good reader 52 9 5
Don 1t like to read
but read fairly 1'1e11 15 48 :3
Desire
Can read better 64 2 0
Reading is fine 41 8 17
Want other books :n 7 2
Attitude
Like school 5S 8 3
Don't like teachers 5 .58 :3
Don't like books
reguired to read 12 44 3 .....
Table 7 is interpreted to mean that most boys lil<:e to read and
that most boys feel they are good. readers. They almost unanimously agreed
that they could read better if they tried harder, yet were unable to eval-
uate their own work. They appeared to want to read more kinds of materials
than instructional reading materials. ~iost boys like school and teachers.
Although about one-third of the boys expressed discontent over teachers
selecting reading materials, another two-thirds of them said they didn It
mind teachers telling them what to read.
Boys' responses to reading situations.--Boys were asked to answer
in words or sentences that tell how they felt about various reading
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situati0l1S • The first question was:




some other place?- ..
Table 8 shows fairly even distribution of responses between school,
home t and library as places to enjoy a story. Tl1ere was _no"mentiOl1 of
other places by the boys. Of the 66 boys, 24 indicated that they vIera
at school '\.;hen they enjoyed reading or listening to a good story, 21 were
at home and 21 were at the library. The question did not distinguish
between school and public libraries, but many responses referred to a
particular library. If the library responses meant the school library,
then 45 of the 66 responses indicated that boys enjoyable experiences 'With
books are school orientated.
TABLE 8
PLACES vmERE BOYS ENJOYED
READING OR LISTENING







Boys f responses to the following question are shown in Table 9:
In your classroom, what is your favorite reading activity?
_silent reading?
_oral reading?




Silent reading was the favorite reading activity of 19 of the 66
boys. Oral reading and reading with a partner were the next preferred
reading activities in the classroom reSIJectively. v~lorkbooks or worl<:sheet
assignments were the least favored activities. The responses to 1tmay~g
TABLE 9
BOYS' FAVORITE READ]}!G ACTIVITIES
TI'l THE CLASSRO()}I
Silent Oral Read with Doing Maldng
Rdg. Rdg. Partner Workbook a Play
19 15 14 6 12
a play" were curious. Several of the 12 boys said they'd like to do it
but were afraid because they'd never made a play. others said they 'tiould
like to make a play from a story they had read, and still others said
they couldn I t make plays because it was too noisy. The '\iritar f01ID.d boys
experiencing diffiCUlty in answering the questions requiring their own
opinions and thoughts. They tended to consider classroom rules and their
interpretations of teachers t vTishes before freely expressing tl1eir pref-
erences.
When asked, "What are some reading activities that you don't like
so much?" the boys most frequently mentioned workbooks and worksheets, as
shmm in Table 10. Oral reading was next on the least preferred list.
Dislike for oral reading in the reading group and discouragement over
what they termed long silent reading assignments were expressed. Other
disliked activities included such things as, "readi11g dull stories, tf
"making a play, fI "working with a partner, It and "talking about stories and
not knowing the ansvrers. tl
TABIE 10
READmG ACTIVITIES IN CLASSROOlv1S
,mICH BOYS DID NOT LIKE
Workbooks & Oral Silent
Worksheets Rdg. Rd~. others
30 19 11 6
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The last two questions in the reading situations section of the
interview relate to body positions w11ile reading and preferred locations
in t11e classroom. Tables 11 a11d 12 s110w results of tl1ese questions:





If you had a choice about 'tihere to read in your classrooro. what





_a rug on the floor?
_any other location?





Although sitting is the body position most frequently assumed for
enjoyment of reading activities, standing for oral reading to tile class
was found most enjoyable for eight bOJTs. Five bOjrs srniled, and described
stretching out on the floor, or on a bed, to enjoy a good book.
In Table 12. boys' choices of readillg locations l·dthin the class-
room were noted. Boys were free to c1100se to read at their own desks, at
the teacher's desk, on a rug on the floor, in the reading group, or some
other place within the room. Eighteen boys chose to vlor}< at their own
desks as they do each day. Ten boys elected to do read:ing vlork at the
teacher's desk. One boy thought then he could be "as big as the teacher tl
and another thought the teacher could see "all his work" and listen to
TABIE 12
BOYS' CHOICES OF LCCATIONS
FOR READma IN CLASSROOM
studt Tchr. Rug on Rdg. Other-
Desk Desk Floor Group (Table)
18 10 19 0 19
him read all day because he would be near her. ~1ore than half of tl1e
boys chose to work on the rug on the floor or at a table somewhere in
the room. None of the boys chose the reading group as a choice location.
Boys· responses to materials used in reading.-..l-taterials for oral
reading. listening and comprehension, and phonetic understandings "Tere
offered in the interview. Tl1e boys were asl<ed to '"'Look over these tvl0
bool<:s and decide which one you'd choose to read from today." Table 1;
shows that 33 of the 66 boys chose co-basal readers and 33 chose trade
bool<s for the oral reading. There is clearly no preference between these
two types of adventure books for this group of second grade boys.
TABLE 13









After the selection of book was made, the body position and
locational preferences mentioned above were assumed. A pre-determined
page "'was suggested. the boys read some of the adventure story to them-
selves a11d when ready, they read some of it to the interviewer. A check-




SUMMARY OF ORAL READING CHECKLIST OF SECOND GRADE
BOYS m RELATION TO THE CHOICE OF READER
Miscues










Attempted and corrected (-t)
Attempted and not corrected (-*'


















A major miscue was noted as -1 on the checklist for each occur-
rence, minor miscues were scored -t for each ocourrence, corrections
were scored -t if corrected and -t if attempted and not corrected, intona-
tion flaws in oral reading were scored -t for each occurrence.
The greatest occurrence at miscues appeared in the substitutions
and unlalown words areas or the co-basal reader. Though these miscues
appeared less frequently in the trade books, unlalown words were still the
greatest cause of miscues. The material was unfamiliar to the boys which
may account for this unusual finding, yet the books were prepared one
level below instructional level so that success would be inevitable. It
would appear that there is disparity between their instructional level and
their performanoe in oral reading. Other frequently occurring miscues
~i8re repetitions, corrections, and monotonous tone. The least occurring
miscues were omissions, insertions, and disregard for punctuation.
Even though the selections within the books were not matched for
content difficulty, there l~as a fairly consistent flm-t of conversation
in the two readers. The boys needed help with many words in oral reading;',
help was seldom requested during the silent reading preparation period
prior to oral reading. They also tended to substitute vlords rather than
use content, structure or phonic helps.
Scores for the oral reading checklist are shown in Table 15, shOt~-
ing 1 to 1; miscues as the range. Again, the results are very similar
for the co-basal readers and the trade books. Thirty-four boys had one
to three miscues, 17 had four to six miscues, 12 had seven to nine miscues
~d three boys had 10 to 15 miscues.
TABIE 15
ORAL READ:n~G CHECI<LIST SCORES
OF SECOND GRADE BOYS
Co- Trade
lvIiscues Basal Book
1 to :3 16 18
4 to 6- 9 8
7 to 9 6 6
10 to 12 0 1
13 to 15 2 0
In the listening and comprehension 81<111s part of the interview
the intervievler said, "I'm going to read a story to you. Listen carefully
and when I finish, see if you can remember what hap:r:ened to the fox first,
neA.'t, and so on••• It The story l'1aS read. Boys tiara asl<ed to put four
pictures or four sentences in order. The pictures, tal{en directly from
the selection, "Mr. Fox Thinks Fast, tI were mounted on cardboard and
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enclosed in a plastic cover. A water marker was provided for boys to
number the sentences in proper sequence.
After choosing the material. to show listening and comprehension
efficiency and completing the tasl<, a performance score was noted for the
boys. A check mark for no errors t 1 or 2 errors. and :3 or 4 errors were
the possibilities.
Table 16 summarizes the performance of the 66 boys in listening
and comprehension skills according to the materials they chose. lti10re
boys chose to work lnth the pictures than the sentences. Forty-three boys
chose to arrange pictures with 13 making no errors, 29 making one or two
errors and one boy making three or four errors. vlhile only 23 boys chose
to arrange the sentences in order, 17 boys made no errors, one boy made
one or two errors and five boys made three or four errors.
TABLE 16
BOYS I CHOICES OF MATERIALS AI'!D PERFOID-1A}lCE
EFFICIENCY FOR LISTEI:JI1'1G JU~D
COIvIPREHENSIOl~ SKILLS
¥aterial Number No 1-2 3-4
Chosen Choosin~ Errors Errors Errors
Pictures 43 13 29 1
Sentences 23 17 1 5
This is interpreted to mean that the boys tended to Imow whether
or not they could read the sentences. \1hen they could read them and
chose to arrange the sentences in sequential order, there were fewer
errors than when the boys arranged pictures. Arranging the sentences
involved the ability to read the words and l<n~T sentence meanings.
Arra11ging the pictures involved the ability to extract the main idea
in each picture without being distracted bJr details.
To shOW' phonetic understandings, boys were given an opportunity
to complete a study sheet or to play a game of vowel dominoes which were
both concerned with long and short sounds of ~t ~t 1.. and 2- After com-
plating the preferred material and ~rforming t11e tasl<:, a score was noted.
!~o errors, 1-5 errors. and more than .5 errors 'tfflre the possibilities in
scoring the performance.
As Table 17 indicates, the game 't~as chosen by 39 boys and the
study sheet was chosen by 27 boys. A fe'ti boys Inade no errors ill each
selection. The greatest tendency to error fell in the 1-5 errors column.
Fourteen boys made 1-5 errors on the study sheet and 30 boys made 1-5 errors
on the garlle. Of t110se making more than fiva errors, the studY~J sheet
claimed 11. while the game claimed only five. The writer believes that
brighter boys who chose the game learned as they played. After making a
few errors t they discovered the proce 55 and continued correctly. On the
study sheet, however, the evaluation followed the performance and the
interviewee did not ~rticip:1te in the evaluation.
TABLE 17









Sheet 27 2 14 11
Game 4
Boys'responses to readinginterests_--'If you were in the library
choosing a book, would you choose one about what an astronaut does? Just
answer I£2. or ll£, n was the directive given for the last section of the
interview with second grade boys. The responses 'trere noted by the :il1ter-
viewer t as shown in Table 18.
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TABLE 18
READING INTERESTS AS INDICATED THROUGH
IlJTERVIE'vl WITH SECOND GRADE BOYS
~stion
Would you choose a book about •••
1• What an astronaut does? 41 2.5
2. The things a family does? 26 l.W
3. }Iaking a winning touchdmm1 49 17
4. An animal who could talk? 37 29
5. A -person on TV? 2; 43
6. A child who has a };et? 39 27
7. Indians? 144 22
8. A basketball hero? 48 18
9. Boys and girls who live in a faraway country? 31 35
10. A birthday party? 31 3S
11 • George \iashington? 56 10
12. A magic ring? 43 23
13. A Little League pitcher? 43 2;
14. Old-fashioned things? 39 27
15- A friendly giant? 45 21
16. Funny things that hap:Pen to a seven-year-
old child? 45 21
17. A haunted house? 56 10
18. A child who is lost? 32 34
19. A happy day at the beach? 38 28
20. A child exploring a cava ? 56 10
21. A day in the hospital? 20 46
22. Funny things a pet does? 48 18
23. A boy and girl who hear a mysterious noise? 4; 23
24. A child who won a prize? 34 32
2.5. A f'wmy clown? 47 19
26. A Cl1ild who was afraid? 33 33
27+- A ha:gpy Christmas Day? 56 10
"George Washington, ff Ita haunted house, tt and tta child exploring
a caven were the favorite themes. least liked themes were Ita day in the
hospital. tt Ita p9rson on TV," and ttthe things family does. 'f
Nine categories of reading interest were ll1cluded in this 27
item inventory. Three items on the interview represented each category.
This br&akdown is presented in Table 19 together with rank order of pref-
erence and frequency of responses. Line one reads as follows: The boys'
first preference was the Adventurous Stories category. Questions 17, 20 t
TABLE 19
CATEGORIES OF READn~G n~TEREST AS n~DICATED
BY SECOND GRADE BOYS
. a • :
Rank Order Ques. Corres.
of Preference Cate~ory to Category' FreQuenc1'"_
1.0 Adventurous stories 17~20-23 155
2.5 Humorous Situations 16-22-2.5 140
2.5 Sports 3- 8-13 140
4.0 Historical Events 7-11-14 139
5.0 HapPY' Activities 19-24-27 128
6.0 l~ke Believe Themes 4-12-15 125
7.0 Family Activities 2- 6-10 96
8.0 Today's World 1- 5- 9 9.5
9.0 Anxiety Situations 18-21-26 85
and 23 on the interview correspond to the Adventurous Stories category
and totaled 1.55 responses for the 66 boys. Flumorous Situations and Sports
tied the second rank position nth responses totaling 140. Least pre-
ferred categories were Anxiety Situations and Today's World, nth fre-
queney totals of 85 and 95 respectively.
Summary: Com;earison of Teacher and Pupil Findings
Findings, discussion and interpretation of the teachers' ques-
tiolU1aire and tIle boys I interview were presented in this chapter. A
comparison of the fin4ings of these two instruments nIl be given as
follows: (1) ability, desire and attitude, (2) raaterials, (3) reading
situations and (4) areas of reading interest.
Ability, desire, and attitude.--}~lost of the teachers indicated
that the majority of the boys in their classes liked to read and said
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that most of the boys were reading up to their eXJ.)ectancy levels. The
~ys also indicated a favorable attitude toward. reading. school, and
teachers. !y!ost of tIle boys also said they 'tiara good readers and that
they wanted to learn how to read t~s of bool<:s other than those tl1ey
read in school. Almost unanimously the boys agreed t11at they COllld read
better if they tried harder.
Although both teachers and boys agreed that most boys like to
read and do read up to their eXp3ctancy levels, not all boys were able
to ~rform at a level below the one noted for them and they did not know
whether or not their work was satisfactory.
Reading situatians.--All of the teachers indicated that instruc-
tional reading classes were handled in group situations, although some
daily reading activities 'tiere held in other ways.
Boys indicated that their most enjoyable reading eX}eriences were
at school. They tended to favor silent reading, oral reading, and lnaking
a play. They disliked 'tiorkbool<:s and worl<:s11eets. Sitting was the favored
body position while reading. }1ore than half of the boys chose to do the
reading l-lork on the rug on the floor or at a table somevlhere in the room.
some chose their own desks or the teacher's desk, but none chose the
reading group.
}\1aterials .--Most teachers felt there were enough books in the
classroom and school libraries to app3al to the interests and reading
levels of boys in their classes t yet most of the boys said tl1ey wanted
to read books other than the kind they read in school.
Boys indicated no preference between t11e co-basal and trade boo}c
choices for oral reading. Performance was also quite similar.
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In listening and comprehension skills, however t cl10ice and per-
formance were not similar. Iv10re boys chose to perform the sequence
task with pictures than sentences. Those choosing the sentence sequence
were far more accurate.
More boys chose the game than the study sheet to show phonetic
understandings and twice as many of those boys made up to:finr:·errors,
yet half as many of those boys made more than fiva errors.
Areas of reading interest.--The teachers and the boys indicated
preferences in nine categories of reading interests for second grade
boys. Table 20 shows a comtBrison of t11e boys' preferences and teachers·
understandlllgs of their preferences.
TABLE 20
COMPARISOr~ OF BOYS t PREFERE1:JCES FOR





Adventurous Stories 1.0 2.0
Humorous Situations 2.5 3.0
Sports 2.5 1.0
Historical Events 4.0 8.0
Happy Activities 5.0 5.5
Make Believe Themes 6.0 4.0
Family Activities 7.0 ,-5
Today's vlorld 8.0 7.0
Anxiety Situations 9.0 2·9
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The boys' first preference was Adventurous stories while the
teachers believed their first choice would be Sports. There was
relative agreement, however, that Advel1turous stories, liumorous Situa-
tions, and Sports were the top three preferel1ces. Teachers and boys
agreed totally on Anxiety Situations as least preferred. :Rather wide
discrepancy in reading interests "'vms noted on I-ristorical Events, vlhere
boys ranked the category fourth and teachers ranked it eig11th. l-1alre
Believe and Family Activities categories were each ranked t't-ro levels
higher by teachers than by boys.
The next clJ.apter will include a summary of the study t conclusions




The teaching of reading is of primal concern to ed'llcators today
and tIle disparity between reading achieveraent of boys as a group and
girls as a group l.tlas the stimulus for this study. The IJUrpose of the
study was to determine some of the educational problems boys face treasons
for them, possible solutio11S and guidelines for teachers and schools to
bring boys and books together in meaningful and enjoyable situations.
Second grade boys and their teachers in a local school system
participated in the study in 1!1a.rch, 1970. The boys were il1tervie~ved
indiVidually and their teachers completed a questionnaire. These instru-
ments provided infOl.,l1ation regarding bacl<grounds of teachers and boys;
provided information about abilities, desires al1d attitudes of boys to't'lard
reading; gave sorne opportunities for boys to choose 10C2.tio11S an.d materials
in reading; and offered opportunities for teachers an.d boys to indicate
reading interests of second grade boys.
A. revie'tv of related literature was l.Uldertaken to determine some
answers to objectives stated in Chapter I:
(1) \1hat are some educational problems boys face?
(2) What are tIle reasons for t11ese problems?
(3) ~'fuat are sern.a possible solutions?
(4) IIOW' can the solutions be implemerlted in a 5c11001 s~rstenl?
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The literature served to indicate same of the educational pro-
blems boys fa.ce and the reasons for them. The literature also offered
solutions and Marmer of implementation, yet the results of the ques-
tionnaire and interview together with findings in related literature,
showed the effeot of probleIns and provided a framework for possible
solutions to be implemented.
The procedure followed in the study was revie'Wing the literature,
preparing the instruments, selecting materials for the interview. sched-
uling the ohildren for interviews, and collecting the data. Information
from the questionnaires and interviews was tabulated and analyzed for
interpretation. Findings from the instruments were summarized and compa.red.
qon<::.hu§..~ons
The following statements answer objectives posed in Chapter I and
these conclusions ware reached through findings in related literature,
the questionnaire and the interview:
(1) What are some educational problems boys face?
Maturation.--Boys as a group are less mature physiologically
than girls as a group. They are more susceptible to stress and illness.
School environm~n1?--SChoolexperiences are more frustrating since
schools assume there is no sex difference, and therefore, do not account
for maturational differences in curriculum planning, teaching and eval-
uation of progress.
Materials.--Basal reader materials are less motivating and revrard-
ing to boys than to girls. Exciting content is missing.
Teachers.--Adult identification models and opportunity for play-
ing their sex roles are limited. Enactment of sex roles they see modeled
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label them, "sissy. fI Culture demands aggressive behavior, yet female
teachers frO'tVl1 upon it. A positive self-concept is difficult to !imintain,
or develop.
I·lotivation.--Self-motivation is rel)ressed v1itl1 rules and curiosity
is dam~ned. Academic activity stresses individual comp3tition a11d ignores
group achievement, so bo~rst group loyalty is violated and resistance is
built in boys wl10 are responsive to interests of t11e peer group.
(2) ~at are the reasons for these problems?
1~Iaturatio11.--!..1aturation cannot be hastened. vJhere eX1Jectations
of parents and society are appropriate, sex differences evolve as one
as~ct of normal developnent but in a culture suell as that of the TJnited
States , the social system fails to recognize and malce realistic provision
for t11e male organism's greater susceptibility to stress.
SChool environment.--Schools are better fitted to the needs and
nature of girls t11an boys. Though readiness tests indicate that they are
equally ready to begill reading. progress of boys is less rapid than that
of girls. This may be caused by the wrong start, advancement that is
too rapid. materials inadequate for the task, or faulty teaching.
;Ma.terials.--Reading materials have little appeal to the interests
of boys. They are often required to read and then do follow-up writing
in workbooks or worksheets. Physically active involvement following the
reading may be needed.
Teachers.--Reading success differences in boys and girls are
related to relationships with teachers. Women understand and evaluate
work of girls more accurately than they do that of boys.
6S
Motivation.--If interested, boys will learn without incentives.
Boy culture and value systems are violated in manY' c~ssrooms and their
curiosity is subdued.
(3) .. What are some possible solutions?
Maturation.--Too much attention is given to chronological age
alone. More concern. for mental and organismic age nonns for school en-
trance, different tests for boys and girls, or separate mental age norms
if the same test is used, may more adequately place boys in the academic
situation.
SChool environment and materials.--Sex--segregated classes or in-
stra.ctional groupings by sex, are suggested by several authors to help
minimize difficulties boys face in school. Another suggested plan is
the ungraded primary where a child could take a longer period of time
to adjust to the reading task without the stigma of failure.
More creative uses of materials, discovering reading interests
of young boys, developing the interests through active uses of materials,
and directing aggression through the physical to the verbal form will en-
hance the program for both boys and teachers.
other solutions to the school environment and materials situation
might be: (1) to involve the learner in planning, (2) to direct students
to be active not plssive, (3) to assist students to master self and envi.
ronment, (4) to guide students in developing independent and responsible
work habits, (5) to give rewards whenever possible, and (6) to employ male
teachers with whom boys can identify and emulate in the elementary school.
Motivation.--More information is needed about what interests and
motivates boys to learn what they want to learn. The nature of games
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and sports and their possible impact on scholastic incantive systems hold
strong motivational possibilities for boys.
(4) How can the solutions be implemented in a school system?
Entrance age.--A guideline for school entrance might be to start
boys six months later than girls of the same chronological age, or give
more attention to mental age and organismic age criteria than to chron-
ological age.
Test results.--Enoourage tea.chers and administrators to analyze
test performance with the knowledge that tests favor girls in tenus of
content and ability to perform the task of taking it. Testing by teachers
could include more than paper..and-pencil activities for evaluation purposes
and might include such things as the phonic. game used in the interview or
this study~ Differentiation of testing for boys and for girls is also
encouraged.
School environment.--Organize the classroom activities around
interests of boys, as well as girls, involving physically active kinds of
performance with team efforts. Sex-segregated classes, instructional
groupings by sex, and the ungraded primary are organizational possibilities
for meeting boys' needs for activity in the classroom.
Materials and methodology.--Write, or adjust, the curriculum to
fit the learning interests, nature, and needs of boys as well as girls.
Securing interesting books (as noted by boys in this study) and making
them available; guiding and encouraging wide reading with time to do it;
and eliminating such things as written book reports on every book :read,
or similar discouraging requirements, will permit more intellectually
stimulating interactions for teachers and students.
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Keeping alert to innovations. such as the current technological
approach. offers variety in methodology and appeal to boys.
Teachers.--A:nother guideline might be to improve female teacher
attitude toward boys in terms of understanding more about their nature
and interests, and to involve more male interest in the e~ementary school.
Motivation.--Involve the learner in the planning. in the sequence
of study in order to use the plan. and in the evaluation of learning.
This can be done in an on-going process. Incorporating team effort and
group sucoess through intellectual functioning rather than individual
competition through confonnity should be encouraged.
General.--Assist the school community and parent community in
understanding boy-girl differences as they relate to learning and achieve-
ment in reading. In!arming the community of the school's role and its
plans to meet the differences is essential for suocess.
Implications
The summary and conclusions imply certain clear-cut inequities
in schools which handicap boys. The implications are few and general,
yet may branch to many aspects or boys' experiences in education and most
particularly to beginning reading.
(1) Boys appear to be at a disadvantage in beginning reading expe-
riences since many schools do not recognize a difference be-
tween girls as a group and boys as a group.
(2) There is need to evaluate testing prooedures. the organization
of classroom activities, and the selecting of materials. There
is also need to learn the reading interests of boys and to make
appropriate adjustment in the reading curriculum.
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(3) More males. with whom young boys can identify, are needed in
the elementary teaching field; male influence is needed in
handling implication number two; and more knowledge of boys'
nature by all school staff members is needed to facilitate
learning for boys.
Suggestions for Further Research
Follow-up studies in two areas and other comparative studies
are suggested:
(1) A similar follow-up study with the same sample of boys, in
two years to note:
(a) Attitude changes or similarities toward school and
reading as these boys mature, compared with those
indicated in this study.
(b) Choices of materials and situations of boys in the
intermediate grades.
(0) Reading interests of boys in the intennediate grades.
(2) A follow-up study with the same grade level, in two or three
years, using the same instruments, to evaluate the same school
district's progress regarding:
(a) Teacher-pupil backgrounds.
(b) Boys I responses toward school and reading.
(0) Choices of materials and situations.
(d) Reading interests.
(3) A study comparing boys' reading interests noted in this study
and the books they actually read during a semester or a summer
vacation period.
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(4) A study comparing boys' reading interests noted in this study
and the themes found in instructional books used in the second
grades of a particular school system.
(a) Basal readers.
(b) Co-basal readers.
(0) Supplementary, or variant, materials.
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4650 North 110th street
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
February 23. 1970
Mr. Norman Fries. Superintendent
Hamilton Schools - Joint District 16
W220 N6151 Town Line Road
Sussex, Wiscons1n
Dear Mr. Fries,
Thank you for the recent telephone conversation giving verbal assent
for the study of second grade boys in the Hamilton Schools.
The purpose of the study is to determine some of the problems boys
face in early reading experiences, reasons for these problems and
possible solutions. After reading the related literature, it seems
essential to talk with the people involved and that young boys and
their teachers. I have preplred a short interview to be conducted
individually with about 80 percent of the boys at the second grade
level. There is also a questionnaire for the teachers of second
grade children.
Within a few days, I should like to begin contacting the various
schools for class lists from which to prepare the random sampling.
After that is completed, scheduling dates for interviews within
each building will need to be done. A week should be ample time
within a certain building, even to interview youngsters who had
been absent on the scheduled day. In some cases the week may be
more than enough. All interviews and questionnaires should be
completed by April 30.
Hopefully. this study will bring some problems and solutions to-
gether in a manner that can help little boys to be more successful
and enjoy reading. as well as assist teachers in ways to do it.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Pearl E. Quast
APPENDIX II
February 20, 1970
Dear Second Grade Teacher,
As a part of a research study regarding Problems Boys
Face in Beginning Reading Experiences, it is necessary to
know pertinent responses of teachers and boys. The study
includes an interview to be conduoted with second grade boys
on an individual basis, and a questionnaire for the teachers
of those boys.
The enclosed Questionnaire can be rather quickly
answered and need not be signed. Please be as honest and
frank as you personally and professionally can be in the
name of educational research •••and for the young boys
concernedI
A copy of the Interview which 'Will be conducted 'With
some of the boys in your classroom is available to you.
Please fill in the questionnaire, place it in the
enclosed envelope, seal it and leave it in the office for
me to pick up on the first day scheduled f or interviews
in your building.
Sincerely,






1• HOW' many years teaching experience have you?
2. How many years l1ave you taught in the Hamilton
SChool District?
3. 'What phrase belolal best describes your pre:t=aration for






Write ! (Yes) t li (I~o) t or NS (~lot Sure) in the left-hand margih'
to indioate your answer to the following statements. Please
explain NS responses.
}lost boys in my class like to read.
Most boys are reading up to their expec-tancy level.
There are enough books in the classroom and school
libraries to appeal to boys t interests.
There are appealing books at the reading levels of
boys in my class.
Daily reading classes are handled in group situations.
Some da.ily reading activities are held in other ways.
(If yes, explain them.)
Reading Interests of Boys.
A study of reading interests of boys included the following
preferences. Would you please number ,rom 1 to 2 the order in which
you think second grade boys would choose them.
____Historical Events _Happy Activities
_Family Events _Today's World
Adventurous stories----
----!fake Believe






mTERVIEVI WI.'l'H SECOND GRADE BOYS
"Here are sone sentences that will make you want to say. 'Yes.' or 'No.'
I will read them to you and you may answer 'YeS t I • No,' or I I Don t t KnOt". I "
Ability.
1• _I like to read but I don It read very well.
2. _I'm a good reader and read from books on my ovm.
J. I don It like to read, but can read fairly well when I
-do :read.
Desire.
1• _I know I can read better if I try.
2. _My reading work is rine.
J. I want to learn to read other kinds of books than
-we read in school.
Attitude.
1. __I like school.
2. _I don It like teachers. (If yes, ask to explain.)
3. ~ teacher makes me read things she wants me to read





"That was fine. :Now, please anSt~er the questions I will ask in irlords or
sentences that tell how you feel about them. tf
Reading Situations •






2. In your classroom, what is your favorite reading activity?
____-silent reading?
___oral reading?




3. What are some reading activities that you donIt like so much?






5. If you had a clloice about where to read in your classroom,
what place would you choose?
__~your desk?
_ .......".#your teacher's desk?







Choices of }1aterials in Reading.
1. Oral Reading.
"Look over these t'ttJ'o books and decide vJ'11ich one you f d choose
to read from today.·t (Give time for selectiol1. Suggest going
to spot he chose in Reading Situations a11d get comfortable.)
Itl~ow, turn to p. and read some of tl1is adve11ture story to
yourself. 'When yOU are ready. please read some of it to me. It
Co...Ba.sal Reader---- Trade Book---
(Use Oral Reading Checklist to note miscues.)
2. Listening and Compre11ension 510.115.
IfI am going to read a story to YOtl. Listen careful~y and
when I finisl1, see if you can remember vrhat happerled to the
fox first. ne:xt. and so on••• tI (Bead tIle story.)
"You may put 1, 2 • .3. or 4 next to t11ese sentences 1-lith this
s~cial ~n. or you may use the pictures to ShO'tfl the order
in which things happened in the story."
___Used pictures to retell story.
Used sentences to retell story.-...---
_l~o Errors
_1 or 2 Errors
____3 or 4 Errors
J. Phonetic Understandings.
f1If you had a choice of a sheet like this (sho\\T study sheet)
or a game to play, which 'tiould you choose? They are both
about vowel sounds. II










flIf you were in the library choosing a book, l-Tould you choose one
about what an astronaut does? Just answer, 'Yes' or fl~o. I It
1. _Vlhat an astronaut does?
2. _The things a family does?
3. lvIaking a winning touchdown?
4. _An animal who could tall<:?
5. _A person on TV?
6. _A child w110 has a pet?
7• _Indians?
8. _A basketball hero?
9. _Boys and girls who live in a faravlay COWltry?
10. _A birthday party?
11. George Washington?
12. _A ma.gic ring?
13. _A Little league pitcher?
14. _Old-fashioned things?
15. _A friendly giant?
16. _Funny tl1ingS that hap~n to a seven-year-old child?
17. _A haunted house?
18. A child who is lost?
19. _A happy day at the beach?
20. A child exploring a cave 7
21. _A day in the hospital?
22. _funnY things a pet does?
24. _A Cllild 't'lho 'tfon a prize?
25. _A funny clOvID?
26. __A child who vIas afraid1
27 • _A happy Christmas Day?










Substitutions - changing semantics _
" - changing syntax~ _
l"!ispronunciations - gross ... _
n - partial _
'"~ Unknown words--------------------------
emissions - changing semantics _
tt - changing syntax
Minor Miscues
Additions or
Qn1ssions - endings _
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11cCall, Edith S. BuclsY Button. Chicago: Beckley;'Cardy,
1953.
Bannnan, Henry; Da:tiSOn, l·1ildred A.; and TNhitehead, Robert,
Adventures on '1'inter Day&. Chicago: Benefic Press,
1967.
Rambeau, John and Gullett, Dorothea, Jim Forest and tIle
Trapper. Sa.n Francisco: Harr Wagner Publishing
Company, 1967.
Bamman, Iienryj Dawson, ~!ildred A.; and Whitehead, Robert,
Adventures on Days for Ftm. Chicago: Benefic Press,
1967.
Rambeau, John and Gullet, Dorothea, Jim Jorest and the
Ghost Town. San Fra11cisco; Harr Wagner Publishing
Compg,ny, 1967.
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Adventures As we Go. Chicago: Benefic Press, 1967.
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COPY OF STORY FOR LISTENING AND COMPREHENSION
DI PUPIL INTERVIEW
One day }ir. Fox vIa s rt1!lJ.~ing through ·che ltloods.
Soon Big Dog came running along throug11 the liOods. too. He put
his nose to the ground and said, "There is a fox in these woodsl"
Big Dog sniffed and he ran. He ran arld he sniffed.
l-Ir. Fox sniffed, too. He said, "Big Dog is near here I " }1r. Fox
ran and he ~.aiffed. He sniffed ancl he ran.
Mr. Fox't-Ialked around and around. He juinped about and ran
behind a tree. He ran to the right and to the left.
But Big Dog sniffed }1r. Fox's tracks and C811le on Cl..fter h:Lm.
On and on ran lliw. Fox t
On and on ran Big Dog t
Big Dog could not see !~. Fox in the woods, but he sniffed his
tracks and came nearer and nearer to him.
"!tv, myl" cried 111-. Fox. tI I have had just about enough of this1
Big Dog is coming nearer and nearer. 'What am I to do about it?"
}Ir. Fox always thinks fast.
"I knO'ti "Vlhat I can do, It said Mr. Fox. "I can playa jol<:e on
Big Dogltt
Some Goats were eating in the woods. !'ttr. Fox looked at them
and said, "Goatsl Goats will make a good joke In
Then he jumped upon the back of a big white goat.
Tl1e goats were afraid t and they ran right and left through
the woods.
"I will not hurt you, }ir. Goat I But I lnust hold on to your backl"
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Big Dog came to the last of r~. Fox's tracks.
He sniffed and l1e sniffed, but he could not find any fox tracl\:s.
The old goat ran as fast as he could go with 1"!r. Fo~{ on his bacle.
He ran right by Big Dog and vlent far into the woods.
But Big Dog had his nose to the ground. He l~as snif'fing and
sniffing for fox tracks, and he did not see Itr. Fox go by on the goat's
bacl<:.
The goat ran on in the woods and left Big Dog far behind.
Big Dog could not find any more fox tracks, and he did not go on.
Soon }!r. Fox jum!X9d off the goat. He said, ttGood-by, !vir. Goatl
Thank you for the good ride. This is far enough for me. I will go
home now."
Big Dog did not find a fox by sniffing goat traclcsl
APPENDIX VIII
SEI~TEI~CES TO PUT :n~ ORDER
n~ PUPIL TIJTERVIEW'
~. Fox Thinks F§l..§!
___One day Mr. Fox was running through
the woods.
___Mr. Fox jumped upon the back of a big
white goat.
____Big Dog did not see lvfr. Fox go by
an the goat·s back•




PHONETIC UNDERSTANDmGS STUDY SHEET
PUPIL J1\JTERV:IEW
Directions: Put an ! before each word that has the same vowel sound in
it as the first word in the list. The first liord in each
list is underlined. (Directions 'Vrere given orally in the
interview and assistance given as described in the study.'
ma.;{ ran h! pet-
day can me let
stay sad vIe get
candy hand egg left
Play may eat - she
man tracks sell best
baby and the see
~ big .2h ~
right little grow fox
in _will nose of
find _vrith no most
ride _live of pony
white _sniffed go not
five _find doll top
SCORE : _l~o Errors
_1-5 Errors
Iqore than
- 5 Errors
